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NCTech iSTAR 360° camera for immersive point-to-point
measurements and point cloud colourisation

The iSTAR 360 degree camera in combination
with the NCTech Measurement Module
provides a solution for rapid and intuitive
measurement based on photogrammetric
techniques using panoramas, directly within
an immersive workspace.
Furthermore, iSTAR can rapidly provide 360

degree HDR images for automatic point cloud
colourisation in just one shot, and can be
set to capture a single exposure, five or nine
exposure HDR.
Both NCTech ColourCloud and Measurement
Module technologies are integrated within
Veesus Arena4D Data Studio and VPC Creator.
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The majority of site measuring equipment either takes specific point
measurements, or are mass capture devices such as laser scanners,
collecting millions of measure points at incredibly high speed.
The former requires a knowledge or decision of all measure points
needed while on-site, the latter provides the ability to capture
everything and measure later, but equipment is high cost, more
complex to use, creates vast quantities of data requiring processing
and storage, and where high fidelity imaging is required can take a
long time to capture.
The NCTech iSTAR camera combined with the NCTech Measurement
Module provides a hybrid approach: the ability to rapidly capture a full
360° view of an environment for taking measurements later, with the
simplicity of operation, reduced data volumes and high visual clarity
of photography. In addition, the same iSTAR camera can be used
for automated colourisation of point clouds gained from spherical
terrestrial scanners, by using the NCTech ColourCloud technology, for
significant time saving and improved HDR visual quality.

Img. 02.01. Setting camera offset for measurement pair capture mode.

Both the ColourCloud and Measurement Module functions are
available at zero cost for easy integration by third parties through
the NCTech SDK. Veesus have integrated both these functions
into Arena4D Data Studio (Measurement Module) and VPC Creator
(ColourCloud) and therefore the aim of this report is to show how
these functions work within this software application.
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Img. 02.02. Measurement pair capturing indoors.
General workflow per pair station:

01. Software installation
Installing Veesus Arena4D DataStudio and VPC Creator:
http://www.veesus.com/veesus/index.php/downloads

1. Level the tripod with iSTAR in the “down” position, set the camera
offset distance and capture the down image. While down image is
being saved, the camera can be risen to the “up” position.

02. NCTech iSTAR Measurement Module
data capture.
02.01. PLANNING CAPTURE STATIONS. Very little planning of capture
strategy is required other than taking into account the line of sight’
position of the camera in relation to the features to be measured, to
ensure they appear in the images clearly.
To achieve the best results you should consider the following general
recommendations:

•
•
•

Measurements taken in the same plane as the image will
generally be better than at an orthogonal direction to it.
The closer the camera is to the object, the clearer the image
and the higher the number of pixels representing the object,
therefore accuracy is generally increased.
Avoid taking measure points in positions or views that are
unclear otherwise accuracy will likely be reduced.

02.01. MEASUREMENT PHOTO CAPTURE: The NCTech Measurement
Module is based on photogrammetry pairs. A known vertical offset
between images is therefore needed at each station.
The measurement computation expects an exact known offset so it is
critical that the desired offset is set accurately on the tripod.
It is also critical to ensure that the actual capture offset used matches
precisely to the settings selected on the iSTAR camera. In order to
maximise offset accuracy a tripod with fixed head and precision pole
feature is required. Camera offset setting must be indicated in cm.

Img. 02.03. iSTAR screen on measurement capture mode before
capturing the down image.
2. Raise iSTAR up to the pre-defined offset up position without moving
the tripod horizontally, then capture. Furthermore, ensure that iSTAR
does not rotate between upper and lower capture positions due to
any pole rotation and the offset previously indicated on the camera
correspond with the actual distance the tripod has been raised.
While the up image is being saved, iSTAR can be moved to the next
station. General speaking, 60 cm is the recommended offset in order
to get optimal results. However, a different offset could be used in
some environments (for instance, indoors with limited height ceilings
or where the user is restricted to use a tripod with different offset
range).
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The camera offset distance can then be set specific on the specific to
the needs and requirements.

iSTAR Measurement Pairs are represented by a sphere with an NCTech
Measurement Module icon. Immersive view will be opened by clicking
on the sphere (it will then become yellow).

Img. 03.03. Measurement pair representation within Veesus Arena4D
before (on the left in green) and after (on the right in yellow) selection.
03.01. TAKING IMMERSIVE MEASUREMENTS
To activate a measurement line click on the NCTech Measurement
Module icon at the bottom of the screen. The cursor will change to
measure mode. To take a measurement:
Img. 02.04. iSTAR screen on measurement capture mode before
capturing the up image.
The measurement station image pair will be saved as *.nctrm
proprietary raw data and all the files related with each pair will
appear within a 20160101-090000-M folder so “-M” will be added to
indicate “Measurements”.

03. NCTech Measurement Module within
Veesus Arena4D Data Studio
The measurement pair raw file (*.nctrm) can be opened directly in
Veesus Arena4D by selecting Open file>NCTech or by clicking right
mouse button>Add>NCTech. Image stitching will occur automatically.
In addition, previously stitched measurement pair files (*.nctrmd) can
be also opened, in this case the stitch process will not automatically
launch after opening the data.

Img. 03.04. Measurement Module cursor mode within Veesus Arena4D.
1. Double click on the point 1 within down image and press enter
key once you are happy with selected point. Up image will appear
automatically.
2. Double click on the point 1 within the up image and press enter key
once you are happy with selected point. Down image will appear.

Img. 03.01. Open NCTech iSTAR data within Veesus Arena 4D.

Img. 03.05. Measurement Module cursor mode after selecting point1 of
measurement line in both up and down image within Veesus Arena4D.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for the corresponding point 2 on the
measurement line.

Img. 03.02. Stitching process. Note there is a yellow bar at the bottom
to indicate the process.

Img. 03.06. Measurement Module cursor mode selecting point2 of
measurement line within Veesus Arena4D.
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4. Measurement line will be placed.

Img. 03.07. Measurement line placed within Veesus Arena4D.

05. NCTech iSTAR ColourCloud data capture
Not only the NCTech Measurement Module is integrated within Veesus
Arena4D but also the NCTech ColourCloud point cloud colourisation
function. Users should, however, note that the iSTAR data capture
and processing differs depending on the intended application of
the acquired data, whether immersive measurements or point
cloud colourisation. The iSTAR data capture workflow for point cloud
colourisation is simply to capture an iSTAR 360 degree image at
each scan position after point cloud capture. NCTech supply adaptor
options to accurately and quickly locate iSTAR at the same central
capture position as the scanner. Note the suitable rod will vary
depending on the scanner type.

To delete measurement lines from the image pair, go to properties
pair and “clear measurements”. All measurements of the selected pair
will be deleted.

Img. 03.08. Measurement pair properties within Veesus Arena4D.
Use the scroll/mouse wheel to navigate through the immersive view
and Ctrl+keyboard for further navigation options within Veesus Arena
4D interface.
Img. 05.01. Leica P40 scanning station.

Img. 03.09. iSTAR image view within Veesus Arena4D.

04. Measurement Accuracy
In order to maximise achieved accuracy, correlating the camera offset
settings with the accurate value of offset pole is crucial. In addition, a
tripod with precision pole and fixed head is imperative.
It is not only the system setup and capture conditions that affect the
accuracy, the system is also sensitive to how accurately the user
selects corresponding measurement lines points: selecting the exact
match point within both the up and down images will provide the
best possible accuracy of measured point compared to the real-world
value.
For further details about accuracy related with NCTech Measurement
Module check the corresponding Measurement Module Application
Note. Accuracy figures achieved in this Application Note are
representative of the specific conditions, environment and setup used
at the time. It is good practice for users to always test real achievable
performance, particular where any change in set-up is applied.

Img. 05.02. iSTAR placement on same scanning station setup as Img. 05.01.

06. NCTech ColourCloud within Veesus
VPC Creator
Arena4D software requires point clouds to be in its own native *.vpc
format. The VPC Creator supports LAS 1.0 ~1.2 (and LAZ), ASCII (txt,
xyz, pts), e57 format, Dot Product (dp), Riegl (rds,rsp) and Faro (fls,
fws, lsproj) and doesn’t require a license. The creator intelligently
analyses the input files to create the best performing output file(s) to
use within Arena 4D Data Studio (*.vpc) and provides the ability to use
NCTech ColourCloud technology during point cloud import process.
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Img. 05.03. Veesus VPC Creator interface. “File Open” button in yellow.

Img. 05.06. Veesus VPC Creator interface. NCTech tab with “Use
ColourCloud” option enabled.

05.01. OPENING FILES

Once desired options have been selected press “Process” button
(in green) to launch VPC conversion. The user is asked to indicate
the *.nctri file corresponding to the point cloud you are about to
convert into Arena4D own format (*.vpc) and destination folder where
converted point cloud will be placed.

Go to “File Open” icon, select the corresponding point cloud in your
directory within the emergent window and click “Open”.

Img. 05.04. Point cloud file selection.
Process button will appear as available (green) and also an estimated
time required for conversion.

Img. 05.07. iSTAR (*.nctri) raw data selection for point cloud
colourisation within Veesus VPC Creator.
After selecting “Open” the conversion process to *.vpc Arena4D
format using the embedded NCTech ColourCloud technology will be
launched. Note that during conversion a yellow bar will appear at the
bottom of the screen. Check window besides for more details about
conversion process.

Img. 05.05. Veesus VPC Creator interface. “Process” button in green.
05.02. NCTECH COLOURCLOUD SETTINGS
In order to launch ColourCloud technology during import process,
you should enable the option “Use ColourCloud” at NCTech tab. There
are also other available options in this tab which allow the user save
several image data (intensity, range, iSTAR results) with the same
folder as the *.nctri used during colourisation process.

Img. 05.08. VPC conversion process with NCTech ColourCloud
technology embedded.
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05.03. COLOURED POINT CLOUD WITHIN ARENA 4D
Once the VPC conversion process is finished, coloured point clouds
can be used directly within Arena4D Data Studio . Go to Open
file>Point Cloud in order to import point cloud within *.vpc format into
Arena4D.

07. Conclusion
Rapid HDR immersive views with measurement capability are
obtained by using NCTech iSTAR Measurement Module within Veesus
Arena4D. Furthermore, iSTAR data can be use within Veesus VPC
Creator for point cloud colourisation during conversion process.
Only one iSTAR shot is needed to get a single HDR 360 image with five
(HDR ON) or nine (HDR PRO) exposure levels. Single exposure can also
be set.
Knowledge of photography techniques is not needed since iSTAR
analyses the whole scene and works out the most suitable camera
settings for the full 360 view.
High performance output in difficult lighting conditions. iSTAR can
provide high visual quality images in a wide range of lightning
environments thanks to automatic HDR settings and EV range of 27
f-stops.
Knowledge of photogrammetry techniques is not needed since the
pair distance/camera offset and workflow won’t change depending on
scene conditions or distance to the object.
Offset flexibility: camera offset can be established by the user
increasing performance flexibility since the user can set the most
suitable offset setting for each equipment or environment.
Automatically stitched HDR images are provided. Instead of needing
several separate software applications meaning a tedious workflow,
the user gets HDR 360 images directly within Veesus Arena4D with no
additional steps.

Img. 05.09. Point cloud import/open process within Arena 4D.
Point clouds will appear coloured by intensity as default. In order to
display colour gained from iSTAR data and ColourCloud, you should
open point cloud properties and change the “colour” field from
“intensity” to “colour”.

Immersive view rapid measurement method. NCTech iSTAR in
combination with Measurement Module provides the opportunity to
rapidly capture of a whole immersive view 360 scene using only two
images. Taking the actual measurements on site are not required.
Automatic overlay of iSTAR images to point clouds, avoiding having
to manually define common points, eliminating user error for efficient
operation.
Quality of coloured point clouds is improved. iSTAR data gives
improved visual quality compared to the single exposure laser
scanner internal camera with additional time savings.
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Img. 05.10. Point cloud in *.vpc format opened in Arena4D. Colour
properties field set as “intensity”.
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For further information about iSTAR or NCTech software visit
www.nctechimaging.com or contact us sales@nctechimaging.com

Img. 05.11. Point cloud in *.vpc format opened in Arena4D. Colour
properties field set as “colour”.
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